White-marker imaging--separating magnetic susceptibility effects from partial volume effects.
By applying dephasing gradients, local magnetic field inhomogeneitiescan selectively visualized with positive contrast, such as those created by magnetically labeled cells. This is known as "white-marker imaging." In white-marker imaging, subvoxel signal variations are also visualized as a result of partial volume (PV) effects and may compromise the identification of magnetic structures (e.g., magnetically-labeled cells). This study presents the theory and proof-of-principle experiments of a strategy to eliminate PV effects during white-marker imaging. The strategy employs the asymmetry of the signal response curves for non-PV effects as a function of externally applied gradients. In the case of PV effects, subtraction of the symmetrical signal responses eliminates their contribution. In vitro experimental images were made using a spherical phantom with cylindrical elements. In vivo images of the brain were obtained at a location that included air cavities (susceptibility effects) and the circle of Willis (PV effect). The results show that PV effects were eliminated in the in vitro experiments and were virtually absent under in vivo conditions.